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Overview

Founded: 2016
Gallery Owner: Vanessa Métayer
Head Office: 16 Rue Pavée – 75004 Paris – France
Viewing of Collection: Munich showroom and by appointment in Paris
Interior Consultation: Personalized art advice
Online Gallery Shop: www.insighter.paris/collection
Current Exhibition:
OSMOSIS | Hildegardstrasse 2 – 80539 Munich – Germany
Previous Exhibitions:
GENESIS | 1. November 2018 – 31. December 2019 | Hildegardstrasse 2 – 80539 Munich – Germany
SYMBIOSE | 20. – 26. March 2017 | 35 Rue Guénégaud – Paris – France
CONFLUENCES | 15. - 25. September 2016 | Am Rindermarkt 7 – Zurich – Switzerland
Social Media: https://www.instagram.com/insighter_paris | https://www.facebook.com/GalerieInsighter

Galerie Insighter

Galerie Insighter from Paris is an art platform encompassing the dialogue between works from different eras and cultures alongside avantgarde artists. Founded by Vanessa Métayer in 2016, the gallery combines the old with the new. Vanessa’s talent allows shapes, colors and lines
to merge together to form a symbiotic impression.
Galerie Insighter is composed of three elements: the online gallery shop, interior art consultation, and exclusive exhibitions in the form of a
pop-up gallery events in metropolitan cities in Europe.
The art pieces are always available online for art-lovers who cannot make it to Paris for a café au lait or to one of the pop-up exhibitions with
a vin rouge tasting.
Vanessa is most likely to be found roaming art markets in France or bidding at auction houses around the world. She brings the acquired pieces
back to her Parisian interior space, where they are presented to customers before being placed in one of her exhibitions or in one of her client’s
private home thanks to a personalized interior art consultation.
Stepping into Galerie Insighter’s world is like a voyage through time, guiding you through different eras and countries whilst Vanessa explains
the history of each object in her space. It is also common to meet one of the artists she represents on site; hence one quickly understands that
Vanessa puts a lot of time and effort into creating a personal connection with both her artists and her clients.
Galerie Insighter also offers hotels, businesses and private clients interior art and décor consultation. Additionally, Vanessa’s background as an
art-history graduate with years of experience in the international auction market has provided her with the expertise to assist clients with full
art inventories.

Vanessa Métayer

“The object finds me” has always been Vanessa Métayer’s life philosophy and credo.
As her nomad gallery exhibitions and interior art consultation show, her instinct has never failed her. From sculptures, paintings, lamps and
unique curiosities, Vanessa Métayer has a feel for sourcing truly unique objects.
Born in Luxembourg, she grew up with her German parents and siblings living in different countries around the world. This fostered her
fascination for cultures and their arts. Her whole life has been marked with treasures from the past and encountering artists. Influenced by her
parents – both eager art collectors and avid travelers – Vanessa developed an eye and understanding for art in different parts of the world at a
very young age.
After graduating from high school in Switzerland, she moved to the United States to study Art History, which she completed with distinction.
She gained her first practical work experience at Christie's in New York, followed by several years in one of the most renowned French auction
houses: Drouot.
She settled in Paris where she gained further experience over the years, working with jewelry dealers, gallery owners and decorators. During
this time, she trained and sharpened her eye for objects and artworks, whilst exploring the contemporary art scene. Her network of artists and
art dealers has also made her popular with interior designers and architects, who request her expertise in finding unique objects for their
clients.
Vanessa Métayer works with avant-garde artists, high-profile designers and raw talents. Her trained eye, passionate personality and
compassionate feeling towards an object has made her an expert in the art scene. Today, she is the owner of Galerie Insighter, creating nomad
gallery exhibitions throughout European cities and providing personalized art consultation worldwide.
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Artists

Henri-George ADAM

Maurice DE BECQUE

George JOUVE

Whan NAMGOONG

Marc AGHEMIO

Jean DESPRES

Louis Christiaan KALFF

NICOLA L

ARLUS

Jacques FATH

Jay KIRSCH

Catherine NOLL

Emili ARMENGOL

Pierre FOLIE

Akira KUGIMACHI

Jean-Luc PARANT

Gae AULENTI

Carlo FORCOLINI

Vincent LAJARIGE

Henri PROSI

Gustav BOLIN

Ruth FRANCKEN

Erwine et Estelle LAVERNE

Dominique RAYOU

Pol BURY

Pierre-Ely GARDETTE

Yonel LEBOVICI

René ROCHE

CAMPANA Brothers

Pierre GIRAUDON

Cary LEIBOWITZ

Sergio RODRIGUES

Jean-Claude CARDINAUX

Aline GUI

Jan LUKAS

Eero SAARINEN

Gianni CELADA

Harvey GUZZINI

Oliver MASMONTEIL

Boris TABACOFF

Francesco Buzzi CERIANI

Marc d’HAERENS

Mathieu MATÉGOT

Roger-François THEPOT

Gilles CHABRIER

James HAMILTON

Ingo MAURER

Michel THOMPSON

Marie CHAPUIS

Wai HONG

Hilton MC CONNICO

Jean-Louis VETTIER

Jean COCTEAU

Curtis JERE

Manuel MÉRIDA

Jean-Marc VUILLAUME

Jean CORTOT

Ghislène JOLIVET

Stella MERTENS

Roger WEBER

Curent exhibition : Munich ‘Osmosis 2020’

Vanessa Métayer

Collection

Exhibitions

Confluences – Zurich 2016

Symbiose – Paris 2017

Genesis – Munich 2018 / 2019

Interiors – private home / Paris
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